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Welcome
The first quarter of 2022 has clearly been a challenging time for the
insurance industry as Storms Dudley, Eunice and Franklin caused
widespread disruption and devastation to tens of thousands of homes
across the country. At the same time, supply chain delays, labour shortages,
inflationary pressure, the hangover of Brexit and the war in Ukraine have all
added to the ongoing challenge of obtaining materials to complete repair
work on properties regardless of when the damage occurred.
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At Criterion, we have once again responded to the challenge by supporting
brokers, insurers and their policyholders through this difficult period.
We have handled a record number of storm claims ranging from simple
roof damage to major structural damage caused by large fallen trees.
Feedback from our insurer partners suggests that Criterion pulled out all
the stops once again in responding quickly and empathetically to help those
policyholders who suffered damage.

In the Spotlight
We asked Andrew Bussey, a director at chartered building surveyor Smithers Purslow
to explain how his business as one of our, and insurers, preferred specialist suppliers
work alongside Criterion to handle claims.
1. How does Smithers Purslow support Criterion?
Criterion handle insurance losses and a large proportion of these are property and building related.
Smithers Purslow provide assistance to Criterion’s adjusters with technical expertise on these matters.
Around half what we do is design and contract administration of repairs. This involves us representing
the policyholder to draw up a repair specification, drawings and design calculations, obtain tenders
and oversee the works using a building contract. Jobs often involve complications like statutory
applications and party wall advice. The other half is advice only where we produce reports to help
Criterion and insurers with decisions. This includes causation reports, cost validation, value at
risk and expert witness representation.
2. What are the key ingredients that make your partnership with Criterion a success?
We have worked with Criterion for about a decade and in that time our teams have built
great relations with the adjusting team so we are fully in tune with expectations and the
level of service that insurers and policyholders require. We also help each other with
reciprocal training to reinforce this and together with Criterion we make a solid team
for the insurance market.
3. What do you see as the main challenges in the HNW property claims space?
The modern world operates at high speed and customers expect rapid replies to
requests, calls and emails and property problems to be repaired efficiently. Delivering
that on buildings with bespoke high-end fitments and often in challenging locations
takes significant planning and our role is to drive and coordinate that. Communication is
vital, managing expectations and being able to anticipate problems before they arrive.
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CILA Annual Lunch 2022
Over 600 senior insurance professionals gathered for the first time in three years for
the CILA Lunch, which was held on 18 March at the Intercontinental Park Lane Hotel
in London. An integral part of the lunch was the keynote speech given by Criterion’s,
and current CILA President, Helena Evans. In her address, Helena spoke about the
importance of the essence of a loss adjuster’s ‘raison d’etre’ – to help the customer
in their hour of need Helena made the point that whilst technical skills can be learned
unless married to great soft skills the best outcomes are not guaranteed.

James Long’s Social Media Do’s and Don’ts
Following several high-profile burglaries involving celebrities, our Managing Director James Long offers
some useful top tips high net worth individuals might consider when using social media and how much
of ourselves should we share online.

ü

Lock your profile using privacy settings - including who can see
what your friends are sharing or liking

ü

Switch off the geolocation on apps

ü

Remove followers you do not trust on Facebook or Instagram

ü

Google your name to understand if any personal information
shows up

ü

Remove personal details like your home address
from your profile pages

ü

Consider holding off sharing your holiday snaps
until you return home

ü

Look at the whole photo before uploading.
What else is in shot? Are you giving away your
exact location by distinguishing background
landmarks? Are you displaying objects you
would rather keep private?
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Our Man in Ireland
Craig Harris, Criterion’s adjuster
in Ireland provides his thoughts on
challenges for 2022 and what he
gets up to outside of work
What are your key challenges for the year?
To grow the Criterion adjusting and surveying business
across Ireland. In terms of adjusting, the biggest
challenges are rising reinstatement costs and the
availability of quality contractors. I have good relationships
with a number of excellent contractors, however, there is not
as large a pool of tradespeople in Ireland as there is in many
parts of the UK. Balancing value for Insurers whilst providing
the standard of workmanship expected by policyholders is likely
to become even more challenging in the short term.

How do you support brokers and their clients?
I aim to provide market leading service levels in terms of visit and settlement times
along with providing the personal, human touch by handling each claim individually.
Every policyholder is different therefore I will tailor a solution to suit the needs of the individual.
Brokers can always contact me directly for an update or if there are any queries about a claim.
Strong relationship with brokers is invaluable, as a good broker will have a detailed knowledge
of the policyholder's needs.

And what are your hobbies outside of work?
I am a dedicated member of my local amateur boxing club; St Patricks’
ABC and I love to snowboard when I get the chance. I would say that I
enjoy watching football however as I am a Hibernian fan, the term
‘enjoyment’ doesn't always apply!!
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